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in fact, two poles—a north and a south
magnetic pole—which are not very far from,
but by no means coincident with, the geo-
graphical poles. The north magnetic pole
was located closely in 1905. There is also a
neutral line or magnetic equator, which does
not greatly diverge from the geographical
equator. The earth acts upon all magnets
as they act upon one another, and it is for
this reason that they point north and south.
Related    Articles.    Consult    the   following
titles for additional information:
Astronomy	Latitude
Atmosphere	Longitude and Time
Antarctic Circle	Magnetic Equator
Apsides	Map
Arctic Circle	Meridian
Axis	Moon
Chart	Nebular Hypothesis
Climate	Ocean
Day	Physical   Geography
Degree	(with list)
Earth Currents	Poles
Ecliptic	Polar System
Equator	Solstice
Equinox	Standard Time
Geography (with list)  Sun
Geology (with list)	Tides
Gravitation	Time
Hemisphere	Tropics
Hydrography	Weather Bureau
International Date	Zodiac
Line	Zone
• EARTH CURRENTS, natural electric dis-
turbances of the nature of transient cur-
rents in the earth.    Telegraph lines,  and
particularly long submarine lines, are con-
stantly troubled by them.    The origin and
nature of earth currents are not thoroughly
understood, but they are found to be very
intimately connected with magnetic disturb-
ances of the earth, called magnetic storms,
and these, it is well known, are closely con-
nected with the appearance of the aurora
borealis and with the occurrence of spots on
the sun.   See aurora borealis.
EARTHENWARE.   See pottery.
EARTHQUAKE,   a   movement   of   the
earth's crust, caused by some internal con-
oilsion.    Three kinds of earthquake move-
nents are generally recognized.    These are
He wave movement, the vertical movement
aid the circular, or twisting, movement.   The
irst is the most common and extends over
he largest areas.   The wave movement be-
gins at a center, from which it moves in all
lirections, like a wave started by dropping
b pebble Into a pool of water.   The earth-
pake wave, however, differs from the water
we in this: the irregular resistance which
fc receives from the different layers of rock
xrevents its moving in a circle, so thai? its
soon becomes very irregular/  The
is very great, often reaching thirty
 or forty miles a minute. These waves also
move more rapidly in hard, elastic rock than
in loose gravel or sand. The vertical move-
ment acts like the explosion of a mine and
usually throws masses of earth and rock into
the air. The circular or twisting movement
is the most destructive of all, but it is hap-
pily of least frequent occurrence and is con-
fined to very small areas.
The causes of earthquakes are not well
understood. Those in volcanic regions are
evidently connected with volcanic action, and
some are known to be caused by the erup-
tions which they precede; but those move-
ments more or less remote from volcanic
regions and extending over comparatively
large areas, such as the earthquake at
Charleston, S. C., in 1886, cannot logically
be accounted for in this way. The most
generally accepted view as to the cause of
this sort of earthquake is that the move-
ment of the earth's crust is caused by the
contractions of cooling matter in the in-
terior.
When the motion is violent and rapid, the
destructive effects of an earthquake are very
great. An upward movement of a quarter
of an inch will crack brick walls, and one
of half an inch will shatter them. When
occurring on or near the seacoast, earth-
quakes often cause great destruction and
loss of life by the unusually high waves which
they produce in the sea. These roll inland
and flood regions that under ordinary con-
ditions are entirely free from the action
of the sea. Sometimes large steamers are
carried from their moorings and left upon
dry land, buildings are destroyed, basins arc
flooded and hundreds of people are drowned.
In some localities changes of level are pro-
duced by earthquakes, courses of streams are
altered, springs are dried up and new
springs are formed. Portunately, most
shocks are mild, and those of a severe na-
ture seldom occur. The most noted earth-
quakes in the world7® history are those at
Lima in 1746; Lisbon in 1755, which caused
the death of from 40,000 to 50,000 persons;
Calabria in 1857; in Ecuador and Peru in
1868; at Charleston, S, C,, in 1886; in Italy
in 1887, and in Japan in 1891,1914 and 1923.
The most destructive earthquake in the
United States occurred in San Francisco and
its immediate vicinity April 18, 1906. A
large portion of the business part of the city
was destroyed or so damaged as to make

